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Carbon Fiber Propeller Guard Sunnylife for DJI Avata (AT-KC5

Sunnylife carbon fiber propeller cover for DJI Avata (AT-KC572)
Do you fly a drone? If so, you've certainly taken risks more than once just to create breathtaking footage. The Sunnylife propeller cover
was  created  for  such  occasions.  The  product  is  made  of  carbon  fiber  and  EVA  foam,  making  it  extremely  lightweight  and  providing
full-size protection for the propellers of your DJI Avat. The cover guarantees the safety of your propeller in the event of a collision, and
with it you can afford more! Forget about limitations and unleash your creativity!
 
The power of carbon fiber
Low weight (22 g) is key - the shield will not interfere with the dynamics of the drone's flight, yet it will provide reliable protection. The
material is distinguished by exceptional durability, able to withstand most falls, impacts and loads. The cover effectively absorbs shocks,
does not deform or crack. What's more, it features high resistance to high temperatures.
 
Precise fit for your drone
The  shield  is  designed  specifically  for  DJI's  Avata  series  drones,  so  it  guarantees  a  perfect  fit  to  the  propellers.  It  will  not  affect  your
drone's flight and will be visible on the materials you create. After the flight, you do not need to remove the cover - you can easily store
the drone together with it, for example, in a dedicated case.
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Double protection
For  complete  protection,  the  cowl  comes  with  additional  EVA  foam straps.  You  can  use  them together  with  the  carbon  fiber  cover  or
separately. The foam provides additional protection against collisions. With Sunnylife, you can feel safe during your sky travels!
 
Included
Cover
EVA foam straps x 12
Set of screws
Inbus
Manufacturer
Sunnylife
Model
AT-KC572
Compatibility
DJI Avata
Material
EVA carbon fiber
Weight
22 g

Preço:

€ 17.00
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